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COMMITTEE COMPLETES BAIN COLLECTION PROJECT

The Pictorial History Committee has completed its review of the baseball-related photos in the
George Bain Collection on the Library of Congress website. We found 2,325 photos which were
related in some way to baseball. We provided to the Library’s staff the following information on
each photo: Correct identification of the player(s) pictured, approximate year or exact date of the
photo, and identification of the uniform in which the player was pictured. The Library of
Congress staff will use this information to update the captions of the baseball-related photos on
their website. Each new caption should have the word “baseball” in it, so that a user can easily
search for those photos which are related to baseball.

We are in the process of adding to the SABR Encyclopedia many of the Bain photos. Once they
have been added, you will be able to search for an individual player to see if he has a Bain photo
which we have catalogued. If such a photo exists, the exact webpage reference for that photo will
be provided.

The following Committee members reviewed at least 200 photos in the process of conducting
this project. Most reviewed at least 300. Bill Carle, Joe Dittmar, Bill Hickman, Bill Loughman,
Joe Murphy, Tom Shieber, Mark Stang. We also had help from three additional Committee
members who provided help in photo identifications when we had difficulty reaching
conclusions. The additional three were Matt Fulling, Marc Okkonen, and Ron Selter. My thanks
go to all those who helped out.

MISSING PLAYERS FOUND

We’ll start using the newsletter to recognize the specific players which have recently moved
from our Missing Players List into the Player Image Index. The most recent finds are:

Ralph S. Edwards -- An image resides in Lefty Blasco’s collection. Lefty obtained the photo
from Bill Haber, who received it from Edwards’ son.

Nick Reeder -- An image resides in Lefty’s collection. The image is in a team photo of the 1892
Louisville Mutuals amateur team.



John J. McDonald -- An image resides in Lefty’s collection. The photo shows a group of four. It
looks like McDonald is wearing Sunday clothes for a church occasion.

William Fetzer -- An image resides in Lefty’s collection. Fetzer is shown in a 1906 Davidson
College team photo.

Ossie France -- An image resides in Lefty’s collection. The image is from an undated issue of the
Akron Times Press, possibly in 1928.

John Skopec -- An image resides in Lefty’s collection. The headline reads “Skopec, Who Pitched
Great Ball for Newark.” Skopec hurled for Newark in 1905.

Edmund Wingo -- Mark Okkonen found Wingo’s image on page 274 of the 1925 Spalding
Guide. Wingo is identified as LaRiviere in the team photo of the Quebec team in the Quebec-
Ontario-Vermont League.

Emil William Geis -- This one is not a find, but the Biographical Committee determined that the
13 games played by him should have been credited to Emil August Geiss, whose image we have.
On the other hand, the Biographical Committee discovered that a Herbert “Blondy” Jackson
(rather than Charles Bernard Jackson) pitched in 2 games for the 1905 Detroit Tigers. So Herbert
Jackson has moved onto our Missing Players List. These two transactions net out to a zero
change in the number of players on our Missing Players List.

Frank Buttery -- Found by Bill Hickman in an 1871 Imperial Cabinet photo of the Mansfield
Club of the Connecticut League.

George W. Scott -- Found by Marvin Scott on microfilm in an Austin, Texas, library.

Jake Smith -- Found by Marvin Scott in the Dallas Morning News of March 25, 1914.

We currently stand at 720 missing players.

JIM ROWE COLLECTION BEING AUCTIONED OFF

Sports Collectors Digest reports that the Lelands auction house is featuring 8,000 original
George Burke negatives as well as both photos and negatives from Jim Rowe’s personal
collection. The George Burke negatives are being sold in one lot. Rowe’s collection is being
broken up into eight lots, with the most significant lot containing 25,000+ negatives. We can
only hope that these two collections of negatives end up with buyers who will eventually make
these historical items available to future researchers, but the odds probably aren’t great on that
happening. Those who want to visit the Lelands website should go to http://www.lelands.com/
The auction on the Burke and Rowe items ends on December 14th.

HAPPY HOLIDAYS



Just want to close by wishing all of you the best for a happy holiday season.

Bill Hickman 


